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Level A 

 

1. Which of these words can be used with the prefix re to make another word? 

A) play 
B) day 
C) stay 

2. Which of these words can be used with the prefix sub to make another word? 

A) state 
B) side 
C) shoe 

3. Which of these words can be used with the prefix tri to make another word? 

A) body 
B) place 
C) angle 

4. Which of these words does not have a prefix at the beginning? 

A) tripod 
B) tricycle 
C) trickle 

5. Which of these words does not have a prefix at the beginning? 

A) misunderstand 
B) postcard 
C) transaction 

6. Which of these words does not have a prefix at the beginning? 

A) premises 
B) predate 
C) prefix 

7. Which of these words means many marriages? 

A) polygamy 
B) monogamy 
C) polygon 
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8. Which of these words means after birth? 

A) neonatal 
B) prenatal 
C) postnatal 

9. Which of these words means the story of one’s own life? 

A) autobiography 
B) biography 
C) autograph 

10. Which of these words means wrongly understood? 

A) disunderstood 
B) misunderstood 
C) ununderstood 
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Level B 

 

1. Which of these words ends in an a sound (like the a in day)? 

A) bonnet 
B) ballet 
C) comet 

2. Which of these words ends in a K sound (like rock) ? 

A) cheque 
B) racquet 
C) banquet 

3. Which of these words ends in a K sound (like rock)? 

A) plague 
B) plaque 
C) vague 

4. Which of these words doesn’t end in an a sound (like the a in day)? 

A) crochet 
B) cabaret 
C) alphabet 

5. Which of these words makes their plural in the French way by adding x? 

A) tornado 
B) mosquito 
C) gateau 

6. Which of these words has an ending that sounds like the English et (like the word bet) rather 
than the French et (like day)? 

A) basket 
B) duvet 
C) sachet 

7. Which of these words ends in a K sound? 

A) antique 
B) question 
C) queue 
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8. Which of these words has the letters eau pronounced o (as in toe) like in French? 

A) beautiful 
B) beauty 
C) bureau 

9. Which of these words has an ending that sounds like the English et (like the word bet) rather 
than the French et (like day)? 

A) bouquet 
B) jacket 
C) gourmet 

10. Which of these words has an ending that sounds like the French et (like day) rather than the 
English et (like bet)? 

A) chalet 
B) toilet 
C) supermarket 
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Level C 

 

1. The sounds of English words are affected by the sounds in the language they came from. 
Which language do these words come from? 

spaghetti pizza fiasco 

A) Italian 
B) French 
C) German 

2. The sounds of English words are affected by the sounds in the language they came from. 
Which language do these words come from? 

guerilla fiesta macho 

A) Italian 
B) Spanish 
C) Russian 

3. The sounds of English words are affected by the sounds in the language they came from. 
Which language do these words come from? 

blitz kindergarten kitsch 

A) Russian 
B) German 
C) Spanish 

4. The sounds of English words are affected by the sounds in the language they came from. 
Which language do these words come from? 

algebra assassin almanac 

A) Russian 
B) Spanish 
C) Arabic 

5. The sounds of English words are affected by the sounds in the language they came from. 
Which language do these words come from? 

sputnik vodka cosmonaut 

A) Hindi/Urdu 
B) German 
C) Russian 
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6. The sounds of English words are affected by the sounds in the language they came from. 
Which language do these words come from? 

chutney bungalow shampoo 

A) Hindi/Urdu 
B) Arabic 
C) Italian 

7. The sounds of English words are affected by the sounds in the language they came from. 
Which language do these words come from? 

ketchup chow mein wok 

A) Arabic 
B) Japanese 
C) Chinese 

8. The sounds of English words are affected by the sounds in the language they came from. 
Which language do these words come from? 

karaoke kimono tsunami 

A) Arabic 
B) Japanese 
C) Chinese 

9. The sounds of English words are affected by the sounds in the language they came from. 
Which language do these words come from? 

barbecue hurricane maize 

A) Languages spoken by the original people of the Caribbean 
B) Japanese 
C) Spanish 

10. The sounds of English words are affected by the sounds in the language they came from. 
Which language do these words come from? 

banana jazz voodoo 

A) Chinese 
B) Languages spoken by the original people of the Caribbean 
C) West African languages 
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Answers 

Level A 

 

1. Which of these words can be used with the prefix re to make another word? 

The correct answer is: A. Replay is a word made from re + play 

 

2. Which of these words can be used with the prefix sub to make another word? 

The correct answer is: B. Subside is a word made from sub+ side 

 

3. Which of these words can be used with the prefix tri to make another word? 

The correct answer is: C. Triangle is a word made from tri +angle 

 

4. Which of these words does not have a prefix at the beginning? 

The correct answer is: C. Trickle does not have a prefix; even though it begins with tri, this is 
part of the word, not a prefix 

 

5. Which of these words does not have a prefix at the beginning? 

The correct answer is: B. Postcard does not have a prefix; it is a compound word 

 

6. Which of these words does not have a prefix at the beginning? 

The correct answer is: A. Premises does not have a prefix; even though it begins with pre, this 
is part of the word, not a prefix 

 

7. Which of these words means many marriages? 
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The correct answer is: A. Poly is a prefix meaning many; gamy is from the Greek for marriage, 
so polygamy means many marriages. 

8. Which of these words means after birth? 

The correct answer is: C. Postnatal means after birth. Post is a prefix meaning after; natal 
means birth. 

 

9. Which of these words means the story of one's own life? 

The correct answer is: A. Autobiography means the story of one's own life; the prefix auto at 
the beginning means self. 

 

10. Which of these words means wrongly understood? 

The correct answer is: B. The only one that is a real word is ‘misunderstood’ which has the 
prefix ‘mis’ meaning wrong before understood, the past tense of understand. 
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Level B 

 

1. Which of these words ends in an a sound (like the a in day)? 

The correct answer is: B. Ballet ends with an a sound like day 

 

2. Which of these words ends in a K sound (like rock) ? 

The correct answer is: A. Cheque has an ending with a K sound. 

 

3. Which of these words ends in a K sound (like rock)? 

The correct answer is: B. Plaque has a K sound at the end. 

 

4. Which of these words doesn't end in an a sound (like the sound in day)? 

The correct answer is: C. Alphabet does not end in an a sound. 

 

5. Which of these words makes their plural in the French way by adding x? 

The correct answer is: C. The plural of gateau is gateaux. 

 

6. Which of these words has an ending that sounds like the English et (like the word bet) rather 
than the French et (like day)? 

The correct answer is: A. Basket ends in a sound like bet rather than a sound like day. 

 

7. Which of these words ends in a K sound? 

The correct answer is: A. Antique ends in a K sound. 
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8. Which of these words has the letters eau pronounced o (as in toe) like in French? 

The correct answer is: C. The eau in bureau is pronounced o in the French way (like toe). 

 

9. Which of these words has an ending that sounds like the English et (like the word bet) rather 
than the French et (like day)? 

The correct answer is: B. Jacket ends in a sound like bet rather than a sound like day. 

 

10. Which of these words has an ending that sounds like the French et (like day) rather than the 
English et (like bet)? 

The correct answer is: A. Chalet is a word that comes from French and ends in a sound like 
the word day. 
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Level C 

 

1. The sounds of English words are affected by the sounds in the language they came from. 
Which language do these words come from? 

spaghetti pizza fiasco 

The correct answer is: A. Those words all come from  Italian. 

 

2. The sounds of English words are affected by the sounds in the language they came from. 
Which language do these words come from? 

guerilla fiesta macho 

The correct answer is: B. Those words all come from  Spanish. 

 

3. The sounds of English words are affected by the sounds in the language they came from. 
Which language do these words come from? 

blitz kindergarten kitsch 

The correct answer is: B. Those words all come from  German. 

 

4. The sounds of English words are affected by the sounds in the language they came from. 
Which language do these words come from? 

algebra assassin almanac 

The correct answer is: C. Those words all come from Arabic. 

 

5. The sounds of English words are affected by the sounds in the language they came from. 
Which language do these words come from? 

sputnik vodka cosmonaut 

The correct answer is: C. All the words come from Russian. 
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6. The sounds of English words are affected by the sounds in the language they came from. 
Which language do these words come from? 

chutney bungalow shampoo 

The correct answer is: A. All these words come from Hindi or  Urdu. 

 

7. The sounds of English words are affected by the sounds in the language they came from. 
Which language do these words come from? 

ketchup chow mein wok 

The correct answer is: C. All these words come from Chinese. 

 

8. The sounds of English words are affected by the sounds in the language they came from. 
Which language do these words come from? 

karaoke kimono tsunami 

The correct answer is: B. All these words come from Japanese. 

 

9. The sounds of English words are affected by the sounds in the language they came from. 
Which language do these words come from? 

barbecue hurricane maize 

The correct answer is: A. All these words come from the Arawak or the Carib languages 
spoken by the original Caribbean people. 

 

10. The sounds of English words are affected by the sounds in the language they came from. 
Which language do these words come from? 

banana jazz voodoo 

The correct answer is: C. Your local councillor is interested in what is going on in your local 
community, so you are likely to see that word in the newsletter. 
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